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	Supervisor Name: Francois Guillard
	Supervisor Email Address: francois.guillard@sydney.edu.au
	Project Name: Discrete Element Modelling of granular materials
	Environmental: Off
	Geotechnical: Y
	Humanitarian: Off
	Structural/Materials: Off
	Transportation: Off
	Experimental: Off
	Computational: Y
	Design: Off
	Analytical: Y
	Data Collection: Off
	Description: This overarching numerical project uses discrete element modeling (DEM) to study the properties of particulate materials. Each grain is simulated using specific contact law and solving the equation of motion for each individual particle. Depending on your interest, different projects can be proposed, requiring more or less programming, from directly using readily available DEM software to developing new geometries configurations.Available projects, that can be better discussed with me directly- Study of elongated particle orientation in flow- Balance laws in DEM: beyond momentum conservation- Rheological properties of granular materials in perpetually extending flows- Granular materials in higher dimensions
	Assumed Knowledge: From no assumed knowledge to good programming skills, depending on the chosen project.Basic understanding of mechanics. 
	Group Number: [3]
	ExpCheck: Off
	Project Name 2: Smart particle for the study of granular flows
	Environmental 2: Off
	Geotechnical 2: Y
	Humanitarian 2: Off
	Structural/Materials 2: Off
	Transportation 2: Off
	Experimental 2: Y
	Computational 2: Y
	Design 2: Off
	Analytical 2: Off
	Data Collection 2: Y
	Description 2: This projects aims to develop a self-contained "smart particle", ie. a small size autonomous sensor that is able to record various inputs, later to be collected. The device will use small electronic controller and sensors like GPS, accelerometer, thermometer, hygrometer, strain gages etc. This type of sensors could be used in a number of applications, in particular for on-site monitoring, but the project will focus on geotechnical based application, for example including some of this smart particles in a rock or sand flow. This project is experimental and therefore students must have business hour availability. 
	Assumed Knowledge 2: CIVL5999 or equivalent or will to learn. Programming skills will be helpful.
	Group Number 2: [1]
	ExpCheck 2: Yes
	Project Name 3: Flexible intruder in granular media
	Environmental 3: Off
	Geotechnical 3: Y
	Humanitarian 3: Off
	Structural/Materials 3: Y
	Transportation 3: Off
	Experimental 3: Y
	Computational 3: Y
	Design 3: Off
	Analytical 3: Y
	Data Collection 3: Off
	Description 3: The interaction between a flexible object and a granular flow is not very well known. However, a large number of situation involve such interactions, for example the motion of a tire on sand, bushes in a sand dune, and trees in an avalanche. This project will study this phenomenon by experimentally moving a flexible beam in a granular bed and recording the force while characterising the bending of the beam. This project is experimental and therefore students must have business hour availability. 
	Assumed Knowledge 3: Basic understanding of mechanics. 
	Group Number 3: [1]
	ExpCheck 3: Yes
	Project Name 4: Icequakes
	Environmental 4: Y
	Geotechnical 4: Y
	Humanitarian 4: Off
	Structural/Materials 4: Off
	Transportation 4: Off
	Experimental 4: Off
	Computational 4: Y
	Design 4: Off
	Analytical 4: Y
	Data Collection 4: Y
	Description 4: Icequakes are irregular motion of glaciers observed in some region, where the ice mass moves in jerky fashion. This project aims to first characterize the extent of the phenomenon and its characteristic by surveying publicly available GPS and seismicity databases, and then to relate the phenomenon to similar recurring compaction events previously observed in puffed rice. 
	Assumed Knowledge 4: Basic understanding of mechanics. 
	Group Number 4: [1]
	ExpCheck 4: Off
	Project Name 5: Earthquakes innduced landslides and avalanches
	Environmental 5: Off
	Geotechnical 5: Y
	Humanitarian 5: Y
	Structural/Materials 5: Off
	Transportation 5: Off
	Experimental 5: Off
	Computational 5: Y
	Design 5: Off
	Analytical 5: Y
	Data Collection 5: Y
	Description 5: The students will perform data analysis on publicly available databases to statistically caracterise the occurence of earthquake induce avalanches & landslide, and to pinpoint the conditions of triggering, delays etc. 
	Assumed Knowledge 5: Reasonable understanding in statistical analysis & correlations.
	Group Number 5: [1]
	ExpCheck 5: Off
	Construction/Project Management 5: Off
	Construction/Project Management 4: Off
	Construction/Project Management 3: Off
	Construction/Project Management 2: Off
	Construction/Project Management: Off
	Supervisor Name 2: Francois Guillard
	Supervisor Email Address 2: francois.guillard@sydney.edu.au
	Supervisor Name 3: Francois Guillard
	Supervisor Email Address 3: francois.guillard@sydney.edu.au
	Supervisor Name 4: Francois Guillard
	Supervisor Email Address 4: francois.guillard@sydney.edu.au
	Supervisor Name 5: Francois Guillard
	Supervisor Email Address 5: francois.guillard@sydney.edu.au


